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ABSTRACT
Passive tuning phenomenon with a sliding mass on a vibrating beam has been observed and studied in the literature. Such a
phenomenon can be extended to self-resonant energy harvesting,
where the natural frequency can be favorably adjusted to the excitation frequency for enhanced energy harvesting. In this paper,
we consider the nonlinear dynamic coupling of a piezoelectric
clamped-clamped beam with sliding mass and study experimentally and numerically how these nonlinear interactions affect the
performance of the energy harvester. We derive the mathematical model using the extended Hamilton principle. The governing equations of motion are obtained as three coupled nonlinear
partial differential equations. The Galerkin method is employed
to obtain a reduced order model. Our mathematical formulation is validated via experiments and the results show very good
agreement between the simulation and the experiment. Parametric studies are carried out to examine how key parameters affect
the performance of the energy harvester. The findings suggest
that a passively tuned mechanism with a small sliding mass can
increase the power output even when the excitation frequency is
far off the original resonance.

piezoelectric material is capable of generating an alternating
voltage difference between the electrodes within the piezoelectric material and hence harvesting energy from the vibrational
motion [3, 9–19]. The major limitation facing the field of vibration based-energy harvesting is that the harvester can only
be effective when its natural frequency matches the excitation
frequency. Unfortunately, in the real world, the excitation frequency is mostly time varying and thus an adaptive tuning is desired [2, 11–25].
To overcome this drawback, numerous investigators have
explored techniques such as multiple resonators [26], bistable
systems [27, 28], or parametric resonance [29, 30] to enhance
the performance of the harvester. Another effective approach to
improve the performance of a harvester is passive self-tuning.
Aboulfotoh et al. suggested the use of a self-tuning system for
energy harvesting, but did not investigate the topic in their study
[20]. Miller et al. demonstrated passive self-tuning in a vibrating
beam with possible applications for energy harvesting [21]. Staaf
et al. studied a self-tuning energy harvester consisting of two
asymmetrical cantilever piezo-beams conjoined by a beam with
a sliding mass [9]. However, they did not consider the nonlinear
dynamic coupling of a piezoelectric-beam and sliding mass. This
problem is investigated for the first time in this paper.
In this work, we study the nonlinear dynamic interactions of
a piezoelectric clamped-clamped beam with a sliding mass, and
investigate how these interactions influence the performance of
the energy harvester. We derive a mathematical model of the
mass-piezoelectric-beam system using the extended Hamilton
principle. The obtained governing equations of motion consist

1. INTRODUCTION
Harvesting energy from vibrations is a promising technique
for powering low-energy electronic devices such as sensors monitoring the health of bridges [1–4], power lines [5–8], and many
other engineering applications. A vibrating beam outfitted with
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of three coupled, nonlinear, partial differential equations. Using Galerkin method, these equations are reduced to ordinary
differential equations. Experiments are carried out to validate
the mathematical formulation and the results show very good
agreement. Parametric studies are conducted to investigate the
influence of key parameters on the performance of the energy
harvester. The findings are promising and can be utilized to improve the design of self-powered sensors for the infrastructural
internet-of-things (i-IoT).
The rest of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents the
mathematical model. The experimental results are presented in
Section 3, followed by the numerical simulation discussed in
Section 4. Our findings are then summarized in Section 5.

Eb and E p are the elastic moduli of the beam and piezoelectric
material respectively, Ib and I p are the moments of inertia of the
beam and the piezoelectric material respectively, J p is the area
moment (first moment of area) of the piezoelectric material, V
is the electric voltage, e31 is the piezoelectric constant, t p is the
thickness of the piezoelectric material, and C p is the capacitance
of the piezoelectric material. The friction between the beam and
mass is neglected, along with the rotational inertia of the slider
and the force of gravity.
Using the extended Hamilton principle for deformable bodies, we obtain the governing equations of motion as:
(Ab ρb ẅ + Eb Ib w0000 ) + M(ẅ + s̈w0 + 2ṡẇ0 + ṡ2 w00 )|x=s
J p e31
V )(χ[0,l p ] (x) + χ[lb −l p ,lb ] (x)) (7)
+(A p ρ p ẅ + E p I p w0000 −
tp

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MATHEMATICAL MODELING
Figure 1 depicts the concept of a self-powered sensor (i.e.,
self-tuning energy harvester) for infrastructure health monitoring. The configuration of the passive self tuning energy harvester
is depicted in Figure 2. The length of the beam is lb , m is the mass
of the slider, and the pieces of piezoelectric material attached to
both ends of the beam have a length of l p . The equations of
motion of the system are derived using the extended Hamilton
principle [31].
The total Lagrangian equation of the system is
L = Tb + Tm + Tp −Ub −U p

= −((Ab ρb + A p ρ p (χ[0,l p ] (x) + χ[lb −l p ,lb ] (x)) + M)ẅ0
2(C pV̇ +

Tb =

Z lp

Tp =

Apρp
(
2

Z lb

Ab ρb
2

ẇ2 dx
Z lb

(2)

(4)

M is the mass of the slider, s is the position of the mass, w is
the vertical displacement, w0 is the vertical displacement due to
base excitation, Ab , ρb , A p , and ρ p are the cross-sectional area
and density of the beam and the Piezo material respectively. The
potential energy of the system Ub and U p are attributed to the
strain energy of the piezoelectric beam and the electrical energy
of the piezoelectric material.
Eb Ib
2

Z lp

E p Ip
Up =
(
2
−J p e31

Z lp

V
(
tp

0

(9)

lb −l p

0

Ub =

(8)

The first term in Equation (7) is the typical equation of motion for an Euler-Bernoulli beam, the second term represents the
nonlinear coupling effect between the mass and the beam, and
the other terms describe the equation of motion for piezoelectric
materials. χ[a,b] (x) is an indicator function whose value is one
in the interval [a,b] and zero otherwise. Equation (8) represents
the electrical equation for the piezoelectric material. Equation
(9) represents the equation of the sliding mass, in which the last
three terms can be neglected if one considers that the position s
of the sliding mass changes slowly compared to the vertical beam
displacement w [32]. The boundary conditions are given as:

(1)

(3)
ẇ2 dx)

tp

0

M s̈ + [Mw0 (ẅ + s̈w0 + 2ṡẇ0 + ṡ2 w00 )]x=s = −Mw0 ẅ0

0

ẇ2 dx +

Z lb
J p e31 00
(
ẇ )(χ[0,l p ] (x)+

χ[lb −l p ,lb ] (x))dx = 0

Where the kinetic energy of the beam (Tb ), slider (Tm ), and piezoelectric component (Tp ) are
1
Tm = M(ṡ2 + (ẇ0 + ẇ + ṡw0 )2 )|x=s
2

V
)+
Rl

Z lb

w002 dx

at x = 0

and x = lb

w0 (x,t) = 0

at x = 0

and x = lb

Equations (7), (8) and (9) can be non-dimensionalized by
using the following variables.
s
w
x
s
M
Eb Ib
W = , X = , S= , m=
, τ=
t,
lb
lb
lb
ρb Ab lb
ρb Ab lb4

(5)

0

Z lb

002

w dx +
Z lb
lb −l p

α=

002

w dx)
lb −l p

0

w00 dx +

w(x,t) = 0

(6)

w00 dx) −C pV 2

εv1 =

2

lp
,
lb

ε p1 =

lb3 J p e31
,
Eb Ibt p

ρpAp
,
ρb Ab

εv2 =

ε p2 =

lb3 J p e31
,
Eb Ibt p

E p Ip
,
Eb Ib

Q=

v=

lb3
q,
Eb Ib

lb3 J p e31
V,
Eb Ibt p
R=

ρb Ab lb3
r
MEb Ib
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F IGURE 1: Schematic Diagram of an infrastructure health monitoring system powered by a self tuning sliding mass energy harvester.
The resulting non-dimensional equations are written as follows.
(Ẅ +W 0000 ) + (ε p1Ẅ + ε p2W 0000 + v00 )(χ[0,α] (X)
+χ[1−α,1] (X)) + m(Ẅ + S̈W 0 + 2ṠW 0 + Ṡ2W 00 ))]x=s

term. The details of the matrices are shown in the appendix.
The above equation can be integrated numerically to obtain the
non-dimensionalized time response for the displacement W and
voltage v.
3. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
To validate the mathematical modelling, we carried out experiments and compared the results to the model. Figure 3 depicts the experimental setup. We collected data by attaching an
aluminum clamped-clamped beam system with a slider to the top
of a Sentek dynamic shaker(VT-100). Piezoelectric material and
two wire leads are attached to the beam using a conductive glue.
The sliding mass is made of plastic, resulting in a slider to beam
mass ratio of 0.23. The detailed parameters of the self-resonant
harvester are listed in Table 1.
A laser vibrometer (Polytec PSV-500) pointed down at the
beam from above recorded the vertical amplitude of the vibrating
beam. A laser displacement sensor (Micro Epsilon Opto NCDT)
aimed in the direction of the mass measured the horizontal movement of the mass sliding along the beam when subjected to vibrations. The base excitation was measured using an accelerometer(PCB 356A16). The power was measured by connecting a
resistance of 1 kilo-ohm to the system.
First, we compared the frequency responses of the adaptable
energy harvester (containing the sliding mass) and non-adaptable
energy harvester (without the sliding mass) when subjected to
sweep excitation. The sweep ranged from 1Hz to f3 at a sweep

(10)

= −((1 + ε p1 (χ[0,α] (x) + χ[1−α,1] (x)) + m)ẅ0
Z 1

2(v̇ + εv1 v) +

0

[εv2Ẇ 00 (χ[0,α] (X) + χ[1−α,1] (X))]dX = 0 (11)

S̈ + [W 0 (Ẅ + S̈W 0 + 2ṠẆ 0 + Ṡ2W 00 )]X=S = −Ẅ0W 0

(12)

The non-dimensional boundary conditions are
W (X, τ) = 0

at X = 0

and X = 1

W 0 (X, τ) = 0

at X = 0

and X = 1

Under Galerkin’s assumption, the solution of the beam’s
motion can be represented as:
W (X, τ) = Σϕn (X)Tn (τ)

(13)

where ϕn is the shape function and Tn is the time dependent term
represented in modal coordinates. We assume the shape function
from a clamped-clamped beam is given as
ϕn (X) = cosh(an X) − cos(an X)
−λn (sinh(an X) − sin(an X))

(14)

Applying the Galerkin procedure, the partial differential
equations of motion reduce to ordinary differential equations,
given as






[M] T̈ + [C] Ṫ + [K] T + N + P = F
(15)
where M and K are the mass and stiffness matrices respectively.
C is the modal damping matrix, N is the nonlinear coupling term,
P is the piezoelectric coupling term, and F is the base excitation

F IGURE 2: Configuration of sliding mass energy harvester.
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F IGURE 3: Key components of the experiment and data acquisition. (a) Overview (b) Zoom view

F IGURE 4: Comparison of performance between adaptable and non-adaptable energy harvester. (a) Voltage frequency response (b)
Time response of power output (c) Time response of sliding mass position
rate of 0.5 Hz/second and a magnitude of 0.35g. With the same
sweep rate, we examined the influences of the initial position of
the sliding mass, and conducted trials starting the initial position
at 0.25lb , 0.35lb , and 0.5lb . We also tested the sustainability of
the self-tuning by exciting the system at f01 at a magnitude of
0.5g and an initial position of 0.25lb . After the mass reached
an equilibrium position, we increased the frequency at the same
sweep rate of 1 Hz/second until reaching f3 . For all experiments,
we recorded the time history for both the trajectory of the slider
and the power output.

with a sliding mass has a wider bandwidth than the harvester
without the sliding mass due to its passive tuning capability. The
results clearly show the benefit of the proposed energy harvester.
The advantage of the adaptable energy harvester is also shown in
Figure 4b. The adaptable system stays tuned for a certain amount
of time even after the exciting frequency is adjusted; whereas,
the non-adaptable system de-tuned immediately after the exciting frequency is changed.
Figure 5 depicts the time response of power and slider position under sweep excitation. Three different initial conditions are
tested: 0.25lb , 0.35lb and 0.5lb . We can observe the maximum
power and abrupt changes in the trajectory of the slider around
180 seconds and 450 seconds, because the first and second resonances are reached at these two times, respectively. All three
curves merge at the first resonant point, follow the same trajectory, and eventually yield the same second resonant point beyond
which the slider stops sliding (i.e., after 450 s) and the output

The performance of the adaptable and non-adaptable energy
harvesters are compared in Figure 4. Figure 4a shows the voltage
frequency response function (i.e., output voltage/accelerometer
voltage). The frequency was normalized by using the first natural frequency of the system without the sliding mass. Figures
4b and 4c show the time responses of the power and the slider
position, respectively. As observed from Figure 4a, the harvester

4
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Table 1: Parameters of sliding mass beam energy harvester
Parameters

Values

Beam dimension

140 X 25 X 0.4 mm

Sliding mass dimension

17 X 35 X 10 mm

Piezo material dimension

25 X 25 X 0.66 mm

Youngs modulus (Aluminum)

70 GPa

Youngs modulus (Piezo)

63 GPa

Density (Aluminum)

2.7g/cm3

Density (Piezo)

7.6g/cm3

Beam-Piezo weight

9.79 g

Sliding mass weight

2.26 g

Sldier to beam mass ratio

23%

Damping ratio

0.03

For this case, the optimal value for which the output power is
maximum corresponds to the mass ratio of 0.5 as depicted in
Figure 7a. Below and above this optimum mass ratio, the harvester can still self-adapt as the slider moves along the beam, but
the output power drops considerably after the first resonance region. The trajectory of the slider depicted in Figure 7b reinforces
these observations and shows that the the slider always follows
the same trajectory regardless of the mass ratio value. As the
excitation frequency increases, the slider moves to the first resonant point and stays there for a period of time before moving
to the second resonant point, after which the slider stops sliding
(simulation ran up to 600 seconds, not shown here for brevity).
All cases show significant higher output power in their first resonance region than in their second one. However, the size of their
resonant regions are different.
Figure 8 shows the time responses of the power and slider
position under sweep excitation. As in Figure 5, three different
initial conditions are simulated: 0.25lb , 0.35lb and 0.5lb . The
numerical results reproduce trends similar to the experimental
results, and suggest that our mathematical formulation is valid.
Figures 9 and 10 examine the role of excitation frequency on the
trajectory of the slider using the two resonant frequencies of the
loaded beam when mass is fixed at the midpoint ( f01 =39.7 Hz,
f02 = 82.3 Hz). This investigation is also based on three initial
positions of the slider: a node, an anti-node, and mid-point between the node and anti-node. The results show that when the
initial position of a slider is a node corresponding to the excitation frequency, the slider does not move and and self-adaption
does not occur. This behavior is expected, considering that a
node has zero vibration amplitude and hence a sliding mass located at a node is not excited and does not move.
Alternatively, when a slider is located anywhere except a
node, it tends to always slide toward the anti-node corresponding
to the excitation frequency. The corresponding anti-node for the
first frequency is indeed the resonant point, but for the second
excitation frequency this new equilibrium position of the slider
is not the resonant location. This suggests that self-adapting here
does not always exhibit resonance. In a real-life application such
as wind-induced vibration of power lines in which the excitation
frequency is time-variant, the proposed harvester will always ex-

F IGURE 5: The effect of initial position on the time response
under sweep excitation: 0.25lb , 0.35lb , 0.5lb . (a) Time response
of sliding mass position (b) Time response of power output.
power drops before reaching the third resonance frequency (not
shown here).
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
A parametric study is conducted to examine the performance
of the proposed energy harvester. Note that the first three modes
were used in the numerical simulation to approximate the response of the system. The numerical simulation and experimental results under sweep excitation are compared in Figure 6. The
simulation results show a similar trend as the experimental results. Both experimental and numerical results show that the
slider moves to the first resonant point (i.e., mid-span) where
maximum power is obtained and then slides to the second resonant point. The mass seems to stop sliding afterwards and the
output power drops significantly. Figure 7 presents the effect
of the mass ratio (slider to beam) on the self-tuning sustainability test. The observation suggests that the performance of the
harvester improves with increasing mass ratio up to an optimum
value; above which, the harvesters performance starts to degrade.

F IGURE 6: Comparison of experiment and simulation results
under sweep excitation (a) Time response of power output (b)
Time response of sliding mass position
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F IGURE 7: The effect of the mass ratio on the sustainability of
self tuning. (a)Time response of power output (b)Time response
of sliding mass position

F IGURE 9: Effects of the initial condition under single frequency excitation f01 : Node, Anti-node, midpoint (a) Time response of sliding mass position (b) Time response of power output

F IGURE 8: The effect of the initial position on the time response
under sweep excitation. (a) Time response of sliding mass position (b) Time response of power output

F IGURE 10: Effect of initial condition under single frequency
excitation f02 : Node, Anti-node, midpoint (a) Time response of
sliding mass position (b) Time response of power output

hibit a self-adaptive behavior, but not necessarily a resonant behavior. Self-resonance will depend more on the parameters that
are considered and specific operating conditions.

the system becomes self-damping rather than self-tuning. Selftuning or self-damping will dependent on the system parameters
that are considered and the specific operating conditions. Nevertheless, self-tuning behavior can be realized when the energy
harvester is properly designed. Overall, this introductory paper
has demonstrated the potential benefit of the self-tuning energy
harvester. Such technique can be used to develop self-powered
sensors for the infrastructural Internet-of-Things (i-IoT) such as
intelligently monitoring power lines or suspension bridges. Future works on this subject will involve the development of such
self-powered sensors to facilitate the viability of the IoT concept
for structural health monitoring.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a self-tuning energy harvester using sliding mass-beam system to power sensor devices. Passive
tuning is achieved by changing the natural frequency of the system as the sliding mass moves along the beam. We constructed
a fixed-fixed aluminum beam with a sliding mass and piezoelectric material, and carried out experiments to study the self-tuning
behavior of the energy harvester. We presented the governing
equations of motion of the self-tuning energy harvester for the
first time and validated our mathematical formulation using the
experimental results.
Both numerical simulations and experiments verify the advantage of the proposed energy harvesting strategy. Comparing to the non-adaptable harvester, the voltage FRF bandwidth
of the adaptable system showed a percentage increase of 75%
(-3dB criteria). Parametric studies showed that there exists an
optimal slider to beam mass ratio for which the best performance of the self-adaptable harvester can be realized. It was
also demonstrated that self-adapting does not always imply selftuning. As the excitation frequency changes, the slider can always self-adapt, but the system will not always be in resonance.
In fact, the harvester may even be off-resonant, at which point
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